
Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

I. l. Background of the Study 

Literature is the expression of human life i n 

writing which reveals so many aspects of life, covering 

human thoughts, values, and problem�. It may talk about 

a real life situation which is combined with the imagin� 

ry one. It may also deal with human experiences of life. 

Literature is the vital record of what men have seen in 

life, what they have experienced of it, what they thought 

, and felt about these aspects of it. 

According to M.H. Abrams, literature can be de -

fined as a form of expression, a process whereby strong 

and irrepressible feelings are forced out. In other words 

literature is the manifestation of a certain thought and 

feeling in writing. 

Literature has a social function, since it expr� 

sses life. Life in large meaning is a social reality. It 

is possible to say that literature can explain a kind of 

relationship between the work of art and the society in 

which it was produced. The author might be a member of a 

society. He is impressed by the important social issues 

that take part in his time. Some of those social issues 

might involve him and some of them might disappoint him. 

l 
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In this case, the author might be a part of them who ex

perienced by himself those issues and problems in the sQ. 

ciety. Those experieces encouraged him to create a lite

rary work in a kind of critical form. 

As the form of expression and the kind of criti

cal one, literature has also a personal function for the 

author himself. The author is the most important factor 

in creating .a literary work as the form of expression. 

The author can express his ideas, his thoughts, and his 

feelings freely through his work, that is literature. 

Through literature, he can talk anything he wants, he 

can tell every kinds of story, even he can cry and also 

scream for whatever that makes him react and protest be

cause of his disappointment. If he does not want to be -

harsh in his expression, through literature he can also 

criticize and satirize life and society. 

The writer has chosen a novel as his subject of 

the study, since it is one of the medium to express that 

certain thought and feeling of the author. In A Handbook 

to Literature it says that a novel is 11a fictional pro

se narrative in which the representation of character o� 

cure either in a static condition or in the process of -

development as a result of events or action. 11 ( 1986: 35) 

Because of its length and its detail, novel is the best 

form of literature to describe the author's thoughts and 

ideas, and the best one to express the author's feelings. 

Novel is greatly concerned with characters, conflicts, -
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and settings. Novel is also the best form of literature 

to display realism, social setting and time, because the 

author often describes and then satirizes the real soci� 

al condition of a certain society. By reading and under

standing the long and detailed novel, it will be clear 

for us to know and then learn the condition of the soci

ety that the author wants to reveal and criticize, since 

the novel will present the vivid description of certain 

social setting and its problems. 

The writer merely focuses his attention on Ameri 

can novels in the early twenties and takes one of them 

as his object of analysis, due to the fact that Ame�ican 

novelists in the twenties had serious interest in social 

issues of their time. They mainly concerned with many as 

pects of society as the background for their characters 

in their novels. A t that time life of American small 

town had already entered the period which had been mark

ed with the displacement of farm labor by machinery and 

with the migration o f its young people to big cities. 

They had been attracted by the brighter jobs and greater 

personal freedom. 

Sinclair Lewis ( 1885 - 1951 ) was one of t h e 

greatest American novelists in the twentieth century. Mo

reover, Lewis was one of the most important American wri 

ters of the first half of the twentieth century. He was 

one of the leading members of an American school of wri

ting which, during and after World �ar I, h a d opposed 
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a romantic and complace nt conception of American life 

with one that was realistic and e ven bitter . Among other 

writers of this school were Floyd De ll, Edga r Le e Mas -

ters, Theodore Dreiser and Sherwood Ande rson. This group 

crystallized Ame rica ' s  own revolt against the spiritual 

barrenne ss and narrow intelectua l outlook in many aspe cts 

of its life . 

\1/e know exactly that Sinclair Lewis ' reputation 

was international. In 1930 he received the Nobel Prize 

for literature . He was the first American ever to recei-

ve the honor. Most of his novels are talking about the 

American life . From 1920 to 1930 Sinclair Le wis was, be-

ginning with Main Street,  a writer who compelled the at-

tention of both his own country and the whole world i n 

general . 

According to Mark Schare r in his Introduction to 

Lewis at Zenith , Lewis ' earlier novels are conside red as 

These storie s, more ofte n than not , perpe
tuated an old and favorite notion in Amer� 
can fiction about life in the small town; 
here was Ame rica at its kindest , its friend 
lie st , its best . 

(Hark Schorer's Introduction 

to Lewis , Sinclair , Lewis at 
Zenith , 1925, vii) 

\Vhen Main Street v1ss .!Jublished in 1920 the world 

especially America was quite surprised be cause of t h e 

theme of the ' new ' image of America which is offe red 
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by Lewis in this novel . Lewis brilliantly describes the 

self - satisfied and typical society, and the details of 

the smell , dirt, and ugliness of American small town. 

Sinclair Lewis won the Pulitzer Prize for Arrow

smith , which was publisheci in 1925, and in 1930 he was -

awarded the Nobel Prize for literature for Babbitt, which 

was published in 1922. His Main Street , however , is Le -

wis • most successful and famous novel . He reached a high 

level in 1920 with the appearance of Main StreetL since 

his earlier novels are undistinguished and not succeeded. 

Lewis does attacks and satirizes the true nature of the 

American small town and its people , because the image -

which he offers in Main Street is the new ,  but real ima

ge of todays American small towns . That ' s  why besides -

the publication of Lewis' Main Street had been followed 

by many critics and dissatisfactions toward it , it also 

arose some recommendations and admirations. The strength 

of the satire which was created by Sinclair Lewis in 

this novel is in the proportion to the universal reality 

of the description of the American small town life. These 

are the peculiarity and the special quality of Main -

Street which had made this nove l the masterpiece of Sin

clair Lewis. 

This thesis is dealing with Lewis ' Main Street , 

a novel which has become the product of the creative prQ. 

cess and the form of expression in which the author can 

express his ideas freely . This kind of expression is in 
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the satirical form. The satire which is created by Lewis 

is about the life of American small town. Le wis can see 

the ugliness and all of the bad sides which are found in 

the prairie town, a small mid - west town during the se

cond decade of the twentieth century . This special sati

re reflects the true nature of Sauk Centre, Minnesota , -

the author ' s  own birth town. The specific reason to re·:·,_ 

�eal the aspect of satire in Lewis ' Main Street in this 

thesis is based on the fact that Lewis, as the native of 

Sauk Centre, wrote and emphasized the bad sides of the -

town in this satirical novel . It seems Lewis hated this 

to�n, but actually he loved it because he had requested 

that his ashes were returned to Sauk Centre after h i s 

death in Rome, Italy. 

The story of Main Street mostly tells about the 

struggle of its main character , Carol Kennicott , against 

the stuffiness and lack of beauty life in Gopher Prairie 

� the small town in Minnesota. It is the story of the 

young rebelious woman ,  who reacts and rebels against the 

ugliness and self - satisfied society of the town, and -

towards the way how the people of the small to\•m treat -

her as the outsider in the town. 

As a fiction and a literary work , Main Street -

is quite a unique and special novel . This novel has some 

autobiograFhical elements of Sinclair Lewis as the au -

thor, which are somehow dorrdnant and also determine its 

plot . It is about the reality .  It is about the true des-
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cription of a small town condition, Gopher Prairie, which 

is the reflection of the social condition in Sauk Centre, 

the birthplace and hometown of Sinclair Lewis . Most o f 

the details of the town had been seen and known well by 

the author himself . The character of Carol Kennicott is 

like Lewis himself in some ways . Carol ' s  combat with the 

bad condition of society in Gopher Prairie to express -

her disappointment is actually the expression of Lewis ' 

disappointment towards what the people of his own home

town had treated him. Main Street , however, is not mere

ly the autobiographical novel of Sinclair Lewis. Some ag 

tobiographical elements of the author in this novel had 

been beautifully combined with many of Lewis ' ideas and 
.. 

imaginaries in order· to creat the great story . 

I.2. Statement of the Problem 

Based on the background of the study, the state

ment of the problem of this thesis are 

1. \'Jhat aspects in Main Street show Sinclair Le

wis• satire to the life of an American small town and 

its society ? 

2. Which autobiographical elements of Sinclair 

Lewis are reflected in Main Street ? 

3 .  Which autobiographical elements of the author 

are dominant and determine in creating this satirical nQ 

vel ? 
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I. 3. Objective of the Study 

1 . To express that the novel Main Street h a s 

some aspects which clearly show the way how Sinclair Le

wis satirizes the life of American small town, especial

ly in the twenties, and how he satirizes its society. 

2. To express that there are some autobiographi

cal elements of the author which are reflected a n d 

quite dominant in determining the aspect of satire in 

the novel . 

I. 4. Significance of the Study 

After analyzing the social life in Gopher Prai -

rie as the representation of the social life of the Ame

rican small tovms in general, we can get better under -

standing of the American life in a small town and under

stand the American society and its characteristics. � 

Street, as a product of creative process and a form of -

expression, is a satirical novel. By analyzing this spe

cific novel we can understand how the author expresses 

his thoughts and ideas in his satirical novel. We also 

can understand how the personal life and the experiences 

of Sinclair Lewis, as the author , influericed-and deter

mined in creating Main Street. The result of the analy

sis is expected to be an input for any other studies o f 

novels as literary works. More further, this study c a n 

be meaningful and useful for the English Departement st� 
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dents who have attention to the inte rpretation of Sin -

clair Lewis ' literary works. 

I . 5 .  Scope and Limitation 

9 

This thesis is e mphasizing on the analysis o f 

the satire and the social criticism which is written by 

Sinclair Lewis in the social se tting, characte r especial 

ly the main one , and the conflicts of Main Street. 

The study is also dealing with tne autobiographi 

cal elements of Sinclair Lewis which are reflected in 

the novel Main Street. There is a clear limitation about 

the fact that the character of Carol Ke nnicott and Main 

Street are really the product of creative process of the 

author, although the re are some autobiographical e lements 

of Sinclair Lewis in this novel • 

I . 6 .  Theoretical Background 

The expressive theory has be en applied in deal

ing with the analysis of Sinclair Lewis ' Main Street, 

which is regarde d as the product of the creative pro -

cess and as the form of expression. As one of literary 

works, this nove l can be conside red as a medium in which 

the author can eX!!ress his thoughts, ideas ,  and feeling 

freely .  Through his literary work, the author can talk , 

react , criticize , and satirize about life and about any

thing which has been disappointed him. 
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This the sis concerns with the social setting and 

the social condition of Gopher Prairie as the represen -

tation of todays American small town in general, a n d 

with the life of its society. In this novel Sinclair Le

wis satirizes the bad sides, the cruel,  and the ugliness 

of the American small town and satirizes the way how the 

small town people trea t Carol Kennicott , the main chara£ 

ter and the outside r of the town. So, it will be appro -

priate if the socielogical approach is aplied in the the 

sis as well. 

Regarding literary work as the product of the 

creative process, the author is the main and important -

factor. The author is the subject matter in analyzing n.Q.. 

vel as the form of expression. To observe the author ' s  i 

deas , it is certainly to conside r the author ' s  details -

of his background of life as a principal concern, Inci

dentally in the novel Main Street there are some auto -

biographical elements of Sinclair Lewis which are ref le£ 

ted in it. Therefore , the biographical approach is used 

to e xplore them. 

I . 7. Me thod of the Study 

To support his thesis , the writer applie§ the li 

brary research by collecting the data and the sources 

from the re f erence books, or some !)rinted materials deal 

ing with Sinclair Lewis and his works , especially the n.Q. 

vel Main Street and tlle cri tics about it. The writer al-
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so found out some informations from other books which 

deal� with theory and approaches which are used in the -

research. Since the thesis concerns with the society of 

American small town in the early of the twentieth centu

ry, the writer tried to get some references and books a

bout the society of American small town especially in 

the twe nties. The writer did the same thing for some re

ferences about the author of this novel and his works , 

since the thesis also concerns with the biography ·.o f 

Sinclair Lewis. 

Being e ngaged with the analysis of the novel , the 

writer has used the Content Analysis Method . This is the 

kind of method which is based on the content r.of the lit� 

rary work. The writer primarily observes on the social 

setting and Carol's character as the main character,  who 

has some conflicts with her new society and whose life -

has some similarities with the author ' s  life. The writer 

notices that the novel Main Street has social aspects -

as the represe ntation of the social reality which is de.a 

cribed by the author and toge ther with all of the aspects 

which the writer of the thesis observed are unified j ust 

to form the great story as the satire towards the Ameri

can small town life. 

I .8. De finition of Key Terms 

Satire 

is a work o f  lit erature , theatre , 
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ded to show the bad and false , the foolishne ss or e vil 

o f  some establishment o r  practice . The satire emphasizes 

the bad sides and the ugliness o f  something 

- Society 

as used in literature means human be ings ge nerally o r 

less o ften, an organize d group o f  persons living as mem

bers o f  a community. Society may also be conside red as 

classes o f  people grouped according to worldly status. 

- Small Tovm 

In its broade st meaning the word Small Town denotes -

simply a small collection of house s witho ut regard to 

the form o f  its political o rganization. 

The small town itself is the small physical shell o f  a 

clo se co mmunity, consisting o f  durable buildings a n d 

pe rmanent ways in which, at least since the neolithic 

period, men have sought military protection, religious 

and po litical asso ciation, economic oppo rtunity a n d 

cultural stimulus . 

- Autobiography 

is a form o f  nonfictional literature, the subject o f 

which recounts his or her ovm life histo ry . In ge neral 

the form is co nside red to include Biography, in which -

the subj ect is the li fe o f  an individual . But autobiogre 

phy may recount the ex!::eriences, however scandalous, o f 

travellers, lovers, more or le ss for their own sake . 
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I. 9. Organization of the Paper 

This the sis is devided into five chapte rs . 

The first chapter is the Introduction which is 

subdevided into: Background of the Study, Statement o f 

the Problem,  Objective of the Study, Significance of the 

Study, Scope and Limitation, Theore tical Background , Me

thod of the Study, Definition of Key Te rms, and Organi -

zation of the Paper. 

The second chapter is the Theoretical Framework 

which o�nsists of the Expressive Theory, the Sociologi -

cal Approach, and the Biographical Approach. It is com -

pleted with other re lat�d studies about the work that sg 

pport the writer's thesis. 

The third chapter is The Life of Sinclair Lewis 

and His Works. It consists of the ske tch of the author's 

life which is complete d with the ge neral discussion a

b out his works. 

The Fourth chapter is the Analysis which deals 

with the interpre tation and the further explanation of 

findings. 

'I'he fifth chapter or the last cha pte r of this 

thesis is the Conclusion. 
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